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Foreword
It does not matter what you have done in the past, what you believe you are capable of, who
you are or what anyone has told you before. You Are Worthy Of Success. You deserve it and you
can have it. No ‘but’, no ‘if’, no ‘when’. You can start now.
This book is not about rags to riches or promising you instant gratification. This book is
about helping you to breakthrough to success in the areas of life that are important to you. The
things you really want to do or would love to have in your life.
I hope you find the concepts in the book practical,
understandable, attainable and inspiring.
With all my wishes for your greatest success.

Petris Lapis
www.PetrisLapis.com
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

W

e all want to breakthrough
to success in whatever we
do in life. It is the driving
force that keeps us going
until we make it. It is the reason you are
reading this book. The keys to helping you
do so are provided on the following pages.
You will discover …








What a breakthrough is (see chapter 2).
What success means for you (see Chapter 3).
The steps to success (see chapter 4).
How to work out what you want (see chapter 5).
How to overcome obstacles (see chapter 6).
How to keep going until you get there (see chapter 7).
Success is a choice (see chapter 8).

The most important part of the process of breaking through to success is not what you read
in this book, but what you do with it.
Research has shown that if you don’t take immediate action you will have forgotten 75% of
what you have learned from this book within 24 hours and that 96% will be forgotten within 14
days. You need to take action as soon as you possibly can and keep doing so until you reach
success.

You Are Worth It!
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Chapter 2 – A Breakthrough

A

breakthrough is simply a
moment in time when the
previously impossible becomes
possible; a moment when an
‘aha’ brings clarity about the meaning and
direction to take.
It is the moment when you irrevocably
decide that you will not settle for anything
but success in a particular area of your life whether it be your career, business, relationship,
self-worth, health or finances. It is the moment when you can clearly see your way forward.
When you have a breakthrough ‘aha’ moment, something special happens in your brain. It is
the moment when various ideas that were not linked together before come together to form a
new idea. There is a big release of energy and neurotransmitters when this new ‘map’ is formed.
The impact on the brain even changes momentarily the brain waves that are produced. When
this new map is created you will feel absolutely motivated to take the action you need to take.
I hope this book brings you lots of ‘aha’ moments as you walk your path to success.
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Chapter 3 - Success

T

his book is about breaking
through to success, your
success. Success for you may be
learning to walk again, financial
abundance, a sporting win, career
accolades, feeling good about yourself,
realizing your true worth, having the
capacity to help others, healing broken
relationships and hearts, coming to an
understanding about your illness, returning to a more normal level of functioning after a
traumatic experience, or more.
Everyone measures success differently. It will look, taste, smell and feel different depending
upon the person you are and the experiences you have had. Whatever it looks like, in one
respect it is the same for many people. Success is something away from where we currently are.
It is a place or state of being in which we wish to arrive and will hopefully feel good when we get
there.
For me, success is much more than material possessions or financial abundance. It means
having the courage to step up, touch hearts and transform lives. It means believing I can do the
things I love. It means living harmoniously and peacefully with others, being of service in a
meaningful way every day and having an abundance of resources to do the things I want to do.
One of my favourite quotes about success comes from Woodrow Wilson (a US President)
when he said, “To laugh often and much. To win the respect of intelligent people and the
affection of children. To earn the appreciation of honest critics and to endure the betrayal of
false friends. To appreciate beauty. To find the best in others. To leave the world a bit better
whether by a healthy child, a garden path or a redeemed social condition. To know even one life
has breathed easier because you have lived. That is to have succeeded.”
Success is different for all of us. So, before you attempt to breakthrough to success, you have
to know what it is that you are trying to break through to. What does it mean for you? How will
you know you are there? What will you have to achieve, do or be for you to feel you have been
successful? What will it taste, smell and feel like for you? What will you see and hear? What will
you be thinking?
What does success mean for you? How will you know you have arrived? What will it take for
you to reach success? You must know the answers to these questions before you can take the
steps to be successful.
Write what success means for you in the following space …
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Chapter 4 – The Steps To
Success

T

he steps to success are:

Step 1 - Decide what you want
(chapter 5) and how you are going
to get there. This is sometimes easier
said than done.
Step 2 - Overcome the obstacles to
your success (chapter 6). Many of these will be self imposed and internal.
Step 3 - Don’t stop (chapter 7). Sounds obvious, but many of people give up on their goals
and chance of success because they are not committed or have a habit of failure. Discover
the reasons why people give up and what you can do to keep going until you get there.
Step 4 - Remind yourself that success is a choice and that you are worth making the choice
(chapter 8).

It is really that simple …

Work out what you want

Overcome obstacles in your path

Keep going until you get there
So, why isn’t everyone incredibly successful? The reason this simple process doesn’t always
run as smoothly as we would like is because we are human and tend to get in our own way.
A lot!
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Chapter 5 – Work Out What
You Want

T

he first step on your path to
success is to work out what
you want. Having worked
with people for years, I
appreciate that for some
this is the hardest part. Teenagers faced
with career choices find this particularly
difficult. I get that, but I think we make it more challenging for ourselves because we skip one
step in the process. In a heartbeat we go from what we would like to, “I don’t know how to get
there.” Then because it is easier than acknowledging we feel inadequate, we convince ourselves
that we don’t know what we want.
When you’re working out what you really want, not some ideal you think you’re supposed to
want, forget about how you could have it. The how is the next part of the process. Sometimes
you may have to go back and revise what you thought you wanted because you’re not prepared
to pay the price to get it, but the first step is to decide what you want.
If you are still struggling to work out what you want, then go bigger picture and ask yourself
what your life will be like if you are successful and set your goals based on your picture of
success.
If you’re still looking at a blank sheet of paper struggling to work out what you want, then do
the process in reverse. Start writing down what you don’t want. You will probably have a pretty
good idea about that list. Then identify the opposite of those things and start with them as your
goals.
When you have worked out what you want, it is time to write it down.

Commit Your Goals To Paper (And Others)
You have probably heard that writing your goals down is a good idea. What you may not
know is that Dr Gail Matthews has conducted research to show that this is just the first step to
achieving success. She found that people who (1) wrote down their goals (2) shared them with a
friend and (3) sent weekly updates to that friend were, on average, 33% more likely to achieve
goals than those who merely thought about them. Her study shows if you want to succeed, it is
helpful to both write down your goals and be accountable to someone else for achieving them.
My tips for writing down your goals are:







Make your goals specific. Instead of, ‘To spend more time with my children’, write
something like, ‘To go bike riding with my children twice a week.’ Instead of, ‘To save
more money’, write something like, ‘To save $100 per week’.
Include the date by which you will achieve the goal. This stops procrastination and
imposes the deadline so many of us need before we take committed action.
Make sure the goal is realistic. You must believe you can achieve it.
Reconsider conflicting goals. For example, it may not be possible to both spend more
time with your partner and also put in the extra hours at work to get a promotion.
Set both short and long term goals. Five years is a good longer term time frame.
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Write your goals in the following space …

Make Your Personal Success A Priority
We are all blessed with the same number of minutes every day. To achieve success, means
spending those minutes wisely. Success will remain elusive if you don’t make it a priority. It is
your choice, do you look forward to a future of dissatisfaction or success? What you focus on
today is what will become your future reality.
If you are going to be successful, then apply good time management principles and spend
time on the things that matter and stop spending time on things that don’t.

Life Is A Jar Full of Marbles
You have 24 hours in your day and you already fill them up. To achieve success will mean
that you must replace some of the things you do in your day with other things. It is like having a
jar full of marbles. If someone offers you another marble, you cannot fit it in your jar until you
take out one that is already in there.
Success comes at a price. Are you prepared to pay the price for what you want? Do you want
it badly enough to do what it takes to get there? If you wish to:


Get further qualifications, the time you spend studying will replace time you previously
spent doing other things.
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Lose weight and get fit, you will have to give up some of the foods you love.





Write a book, you may have to forgo some time spent watching television.
Become fit and healthy, you may have to spend less time sitting down.
Overcome alcoholism, you may not be able to meet with your friends at the local hotel
on a Friday night.

The Power Of Visualisation
When you know what you want and you are prepared to make the sacrifices to get there,
creative visualisation is a wonderful tool to help you arrive at success. Creative visualisation is a
technique for harnessing the power of your unconscious to help you achieve goals. The process
does not require you to believe in any metaphysical or spiritual ideas and is used by a wide
range of people from athletes to business leaders. It is as simple as using your imagination to
create pictures, sounds, feelings and thoughts relating to achieving your goal. When you
visualise your goal and experience the feelings of having achieved it, your unconscious mind is
motivated to assist you achieve the goal.
We know that it is powerful because of fabulous researchers like Professor Smith from the
University of Manchester. He conducted research to show that the use of creative visualisation
techniques could even result in increased strength. He conducted an experiment with 3 groups
of people:
 Group 1 practised a particular exercise twice a week for a month;
 Group 2 imagined doing the exercise twice a week for a month; and
 Group 3 (the control group) neither did the exercise nor imagined doing it.
At the end of the month, Professor Smith tested for increased strength in relation to the
particular exercise and found that:
 Group 1 had increased in strength by 33%;
 Group 2 had increased in strength by 16%; and
 Group 3, as expected, showed no increase in strength.
His research showed that merely imagining what you wish to achieve, can help you to
achieve it. People became stronger simply by imagining doing an exercise.
When you use creative visualisation techniques, you don’t need to visualise the process you
will go through to achieve the goal, just the end result. Sometimes the goal will be achieved in
the way you planned and sometimes in ways you cannot imagine.
Here’s an example from my own life. I had just purchased a home and to save money I had
done my own legal searches. Unfortunately, I had missed a problem with the council sewerage
lines. As with most new home owners, funds in the bank were limited when the local council
rang to tell me that I would shortly have to pay $8,000 to fix the problem. I did not have $8,000
and I had no idea how I was going to get it. I visualised having it in time anyhow. Amazingly,
within the week the University where I was working offered me some additional consulting
work worth $2,000. I was part way there. A few days after that a Government Department rang
to offer me another $6,000 worth of work with some strange conditions attached. They would
have to pay me in advance because it was getting close to the end of their financial year and they
had to spend the amount allocated in their budget. In the space of two weeks and with a few
days to spare, the money that I needed had arrived in ways I could not have begun to imagine.
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Take Action
Regardless of how badly you want something, it seldom comes from wishing. Achieving
success requires you to focus and take action. If thinking, wishing and writing it down was all it
took, you would be living life surrounded by people who had experienced every success they
could imagine.
Find the energy, seize the opportunities and take the steps you need to have the success you
deserve in your life. You are worth it.
What if you are overwhelmed by what you want to achieve and don’t’ know where to start?
As the old saying goes, ‘you eat an elephant one mouthful at a time’. Even the greatest journey
starts the same way as the smallest, by taking a step. Your really big overwhelming goals are
tackled the same way as the smallest, one step at a time. Just keep taking those steps and you
will get there. Remember every courageous action started with one step. Every written
masterpiece started with just one word, every painted masterpiece started with just one
brushstroke and every musical masterpiece started with just one note. Your success is no
different. Take the first step.
What if you are waiting for the perfect moment before you take action? You might be
waiting a very long time. What if there isn’t a perfect moment? What if there is just a moment
when you could start? What if that moment was right now?
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Chapter 6 – Overcoming
Obstacles (The Stuff That
Keeps Your Life Small)

I

f you are going to get up out of
your chair and start taking steps to
be successful, you will run into
obstacles. It isn’t a cause for alarm;
it is a good thing because it means you are
moving forward.
These obstacles are either external or internal. If you believe you create your reality, then
for you every obstacle is really an internal obstacle. If you don’t, then you will see the cause of
some of your obstacles as outside yourself and some as inside yourself.

External Obstacles To Success
External obstacles are obstacles not within your control which temporarily block the path
you were taking to success. An example of an external obstacle for your success may be
retrenchment, global financial crises, family circumstances, vehicle breakdown, closure of a
related business etc. These types of obstacles happen to everyone and are best overcome by
flexible thinking.
What do I mean by flexible thinking? If a truck overturns ahead of you on a motorway, you
will need to find another way to get to your destination. As you can no longer go straight ahead,
you will have to be flexible with the alternate route you choose to get where you are going. It is
exactly the same for external obstacles you encounter on your path to success. Those people
who are the most flexible in their thinking are those who can most easily find a way around the
obstacles that arise.
External obstacles, on their own, are not usually an obstacle to success. People who have
been retrenched can still become successful business owners. People who start businesses
during financial depressions can still be successful. Sports people who have lost limbs have still
become successful paralympians. It is more often the internal obstacles that are harder to
overcome on your path to success.

Internal Obstacles To Success
Internal limitations can be difficult to overcome because they are often unconscious and
outside our awareness.

Unconscious Limitations
Trying to achieve success in your life can be like trying to drive a car that you don’t know is
remotely controlled by somebody else. You know you’re not heading in the direction you want,
but you have no idea why. Unless and until you are in control of the car, which is your
unconscious mind, getting where you want is going to be a monumental challenge. To
understand why this is so, it is helpful to look at the brain.
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Your brain is an unimaginably complex connection machine with around 100 billion
neurons. It associates, connects and links bits of information. Your thoughts, memories, skills
and attributes are vast sets of connections or maps joined together via complex chemical and
physical pathways. The connections between your neurons are the maps that guide your
thoughts, behaviours and actions.
Although the exact percentage of your mind attributable to the unconscious is open to
debate, researchers agree that the unconscious mind has a far greater capacity than the
conscious mind. It appears that your brain can hold just seven (plus or minus two) concepts in
working memory (conscious thought) at any time. As this is vastly smaller than the amount of
information you are constantly bombarded with, your brain likes to hard wire (push into your
unconscious) as much as it can to free up your limited working memory space.
When it hardwires something, the brain pushes the map it has created down into the
subcortex which holds long-term memories and processes, and has a far greater capacity than
working memory. The more often something is done the harder the wiring becomes. What
starts off as a trickle may become a creek, a river and eventually a Grand Canyon in terms of
how entrenched the pathway is in your brain. Take, for example, walking. Adults have done it so
often that the process is unconscious, while toddlers must still concentrate fiercely to remain
upright.
The things your brain hardwires in its efforts to be helpful include not only physical actions
but also beliefs, thoughts, emotional responses to certain situations and strategies for life. These
things are all happening automatically without your conscious awareness.
John is an example of the amazing hold the unconscious can have over a person’s life. John
suffered from obesity and his family had just appointed him manager of the family restaurant. It
wasn’t long before John became aware that his obesity was making it difficult for him to manage
the business. He knew at a conscious level that he needed to do something about his weight and
had tried diet and exercise regimes, but always ended up back at the same place. He hadn’t been
aware, however, that he unconsciously didn’t want to lose weight because it got him the
parental attention he had craved as a child. Once the conflict between his conscious and
unconscious was identified, John was able to successfully implement a health and fitness regime
and also forge a healthier relationship with his parents.
Since ancient Greece, philosophers and scholars have concluded that we see the world as we
are, not as the world is. In a more recent twist, “You create your own reality”. The truth of the
matter is probably that your unconscious mind creates your reality and you seldom stop to
question it. Fortunately your brain has ‘neuroplasticity’ which means it can change the way it is
wired and in the process change your reality.
Your unconscious performs two very important tasks for you, the process of filtering
information and the process of running strategies. It can perform these tasks in a way that
empowers you and assists you to achieve success or disempowers you and hinders your
success.
It is difficult to change unconscious things while you are unaware of them. One of the best
ways to become aware, is to pay close attention to how you behave in different situations and
notice the things you do automatically. They are the clues to how your unconscious is operating.

Your Unconscious Filters
You are subjected to over 2 million bits of information per second via your five senses. This
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is substantially more than you can consciously process. To protect you from mental overwhelm,
a part of your brain known as the reticular activating system (RAS) quickly filters which bits of
the information go into your conscious mind and which bits go into your unconscious mind. As
with other unconscious processes, filtering can be done in either an empowering or a
disempowering way.
The RAS uses the following techniques to filter the massive amounts of information you
receive and create the filtered down version of reality your mind can cope with.


Deletion. The RAS deletes large amounts of data to avoid overloading your conscious brain.
This process has an enormous impact upon the way you see reality as your reality cannot
contain anything that your unconscious mind has deleted. If, for example, you believe the
world is abundant, you will not be conscious of the signs of poverty that another person
might see every day.



Distortion. The RAS distorts information so you can imagine, interpret and place meanings
upon information you receive. You use this process, for example, to recognise people you
haven’t seen for many years even though they have aged.
 Generalisation. This RAS filter organises information into themes or maps to allow you to
remember and categorise what you have learned. This filter is also the one that leads you to
make generalisations with your thoughts such as ‘I failed once, therefore I will fail every
time’ and ‘My heart was broken once, therefore every relationship is a bad one’.
Your RAS will continue to filter information in the way it always has unless you choose to
change it. It will continue to filter information to confirm your existing long held beliefs and
disregard information which is contrary to them, regardless of whether or not those beliefs are
true. For example, assume you believe that you have to work long hours to make money. Your
RAS will search for information to confirm your belief and ignore or delete information which is
contrary to your belief.

Your Unconscious ‘Mindset’
You chose your current unconscious filters as a result of your upbringing, environment and
significant emotional experiences. Your unconscious filters include your values, beliefs,
attitudes, memories, decisions and language. When combined together they make up your
‘mindset’. Many of the connections creating your mindset are firmly embedded in your
unconscious. They define how you see the world, the choices you make, the results you produce
and the success you achieve, all without your conscious awareness.
It is possible to change these unconscious connections. The first step is always to become
aware of what they are, which is why I am a strong advocate for anything that increases selfawareness. Once you are aware of a disempowering unconscious connection, the best way to get
rid of it is not to try to deconstruct it as that is like trying to get rid of the Grand Canyon. The
best way to overcome existing unconscious connections is to create new connections. There is a
difference between a thought (a map held in our working memory) and a habit (a map that’s
hardwired in the deeper parts of our brain). It’s not difficult to bridge the gap between the two.
If you want to hardwire a new behaviour you just need to give your mental map enough
attention over time, to ensure it becomes embedded in your brain. You do this by making links
to different parts of the brain so that the web of links thickens and spreads out. Instead of just
thinking about a new idea, you also write it down, speak about it and take action.
Positive feedback is also essential to the process of creating new habits or ways of being.
Research has shown that neurons literally need positive feedback in some form to create long-
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term connections. You will more quickly bring about unconscious change if you give yourself
praise each time you make a positive step towards changing an unconscious strategy.

What Is Real?
Is your perception of reality, one of the things that is limiting your chance of success?
It is your interpretation of the facts, the decisions your brain makes of inputs around you
and your internal hardwiring that determines how you perceive reality. This is why everyone
has a different version of reality. What is reality for you, is not reality for me and vice versa.
The impact your filters have upon your reality is enormous. Assume two people in almost
identical circumstances are retrenched from the same company on the same day.
Person 1 filters her reality so that she sees the world as a struggle where bad things happen
all the time. Her reality as a result of being retrenched is 18 months of unemployment and
dwelling on the unfairness of life.
Person 2 filters his reality so that he sees the world as full of opportunities; when one door
closes, another one opens. His reality after being retrenched is starting a business to take
advantage of an opportunity he has noticed in the market. Within 18 months he has replaced his
income stream.
Understanding that reality as you see it is really just a function of the way your brain has
sorted information, opens you up to the possibility of having a different reality, maybe even one
with incredible success.

Your Unconscious Strategies
As well as filtering information, your unconscious also runs hardwired ‘strategies’. In very
simple terms, a strategy is a mental shortcut which helps you get more done in less time. It is a
process you consistently run to produce a particular result in your life. You have done it so often
that your unconscious has hardwired the behaviour. You have strategies for every action or
behaviour including being disciplined, being late, being punctual, eating, falling in love, feeling
confident, feeling depressed, getting sick, getting up in the morning, laughing, learning, making a
decision, parenting, playing sports, speaking in public, staying motivated, staying healthy,
thinking about money, studying, achieving success etc.
You even have strategies that you run through for internal emotional states such as
depression, confidence, anger, motivation and creativity. You will consistently go through the
same habitual steps to arrive at any one of these emotional states. If, for example, you can
identify the trigger that starts your unconscious strategy to enter into a state of depression, you
can start taking steps to change the strategy and avoid your usual depression cycle.
When researchers have looked at strategies, they have found that they consist of a trigger
followed by a sequence of things you see, hear, think, feel, smell or taste either externally or
internally (within your mind). For example, Jillane has a strategy she uses to decide whether to
date a man. Her strategy is as follows … first she asks herself, “Do his looks appeal to me?”
(external sight). Then she asks herself, “Does he speak to me nicely?” (external sound). The final
part of her strategy is to ask herself, “Do I feel good while I am speaking with him?” (internal
feeling). If all three of the criteria are satisfied, then Jillane accepts the invitation. She runs this
strategy in a matter of seconds and is not even consciously aware that she does so.
Some of our strategies will help us to be successful and some of them will not.
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Hannah could not understand why she’d never had a successful long term romantic
relationship. After looking at her strategy for choosing a partner, the reasons became clear. If
Hannah went out and saw a man who fitted her criteria (outspoken, happy, dark hair) she
would immediately start scanning the crowd until she found someone who was sitting alone.
Rather than risk rejection by approaching the man she was attracted to, she would walk over
and make conversation with the man sitting by himself. This led her to enter into a string of
‘pity’ relationships. Hannah changed the strategy she ran for seeking a partner and now has a
successful loving relationship with a wonderful man.
When you find you aren’t getting the success that you want in an area of life, you can do the
same thing Hannah did; look at the strategy you run and see where it is letting you down.
Even though most strategies are unconscious, they can be changed. The first step is to
become consciously aware of how you run it. Do this by going through in your mind the series of
steps, both external and internal, that you go through when you run the strategy. Pay particular
attention to the trigger that starts the strategy running unconsciously. Changing the strategy is
then as simple as identifying a new strategy and putting it into place next time the trigger for
the old strategy occurs.
If you can do something to break the old strategy at the same time, you will be able to
implement the new strategy more quickly. For example, when Simone wanted to quit smoking,
she wore a rubber band around her wrist. Each time she craved a cigarette she pulled the
rubber band and stung her wrist. This strategy quickly helped her unconscious mind to
associate smoking with pain instead of pleasure.

Habits
Habits are strategies and have triggers which set them off. Some of our habits help us to be
successful and some do not. A habit that is particularly unhelpful if you wish to achieve success
is the habit of giving up or quitting.
Attempting to overcome habits through willpower and determination can be very difficult,
as the behaviour is unconscious and completely bypasses willpower.
The best way to replace an old habit is with a new habit. It took you a few practises to
cement your old habit. If you practice a new response over time, it too will become a habit and
replace the previous habit. There is a theory that it takes 21 days to form a habit. I don’t know
whether this number is true. I do know that given the lifetime of benefits you will get from
overcoming a habit, 21 days is a small price to pay.
Assume you are seeking success in the area of your health and your unhealthy habit is to
walk to the fridge and eat a bar of chocolate every time something stressful happens. You make
a decision to change your unhealthy habit. For 21 days in a row, the first thing you do when you
get up in the morning is go to the kitchen and slice up fresh vegetables to put in containers in
your fridge. You also commit to not having any chocolate in your fridge during this period. Now
when you feel stressed and you walk to the fridge, you will be grabbing a container of
vegetables instead.
Another thing you can do to overcome a habit is to identify the triggers that cause you to run
the unconscious strategy. Knowing what triggers your habits enables you to avoid the triggers
and shut down the unconscious response before it starts. Complete the following matrix relating
to your habit to identify your triggers.
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The Costs And Benefits Of Continuing The Existing Habit
Benefits Of Continuing

Costs Of Continuing

The benefits I get in my life from continuing this The costs to my life of continuing this habit are
habit are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Benefits Of Not Continuing

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Costs Of Not Continuing

The benefits I will experience in my life from not
continuing this habit are

The costs to my life of not continuing this habit
are

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

The shaded box shaded contains the triggers for your habit. Once you are aware of the
triggers, you can begin reprogramming a new habit and ‘heading off’ the old habit.
If you have tried the above techniques and still find that you cannot change the habit, it is
time for some soul searching honesty. There is usually some secondary benefit associated with
the habit that you are unwilling to give up. In other words you unconsciously perceive that the
benefits you receive from this habit outweigh the disadvantages of continuing the habit. While
this continues to be the case you will not be truly motivated to change your habit. The best thing
you can do in this situation is to identify the benefits of continuing the habit and find another
way to receive those same benefits. Only then will you have the agreement of your unconscious
mind to proceed with the change.

Emotional Limitations
As well as unconscious filters and strategies, emotional limitations can hinder your chances
of success. If you cannot move past your emotions, they will keep you small and imprisoned.
In life what you focus on is what you attract into your life. If you focus on. If you focus on
fitness, you will tend to be fitter than people who don’t. If you focus on creating wealth, you will
tend to be wealthier than people who don’t. Where you have a lot of emotion attached to a goal
or other thing you are focusing on, you may find that what you attract into your life is more of
that emotion rather than the outcome you are seeking. This is because the greatest portion of
your focus is upon the emotion, usually fear that you won’t achieve your goal, rather than upon
the goal itself.
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When it comes to what you want to focus on, you will increase your chances of success if you
set the goal, plan and take the steps to achieve it in a non-emotive way. The most common
emotion which limits people’s success is fear.
Fear is very tangible; you can physically feel it in your body and mentally hear it clanging
around inside your mind. This makes it hard for you to ignore. Think about what fear really is. Is
it really your imagination? Is it your unconscious mind imagining the worst possible outcome
from a future event? Most of what you fear never comes to pass. In reality, the worst possible
outcome is an unlikely outcome of one of a multitude of possible outcomes. The French
philosopher Montaigne once observed, “My life has been full of terrible misfortunes, most of
which never happened”.
You fear change because it means stepping
outside your comfort zone. This causes your ego some
distress as it perceives that one of its roles is to keep
you safe and it cannot do that when it cannot be sure
of what is going to happen. Fear is a perfectly normal
sign of growth. It means you have reached a point of
uncertainty, a place in your life where you perceive
there is some risk associated with the step you are
about to take.

Courage expands with use like ripples
radiating from a drop in a pond.

Each time you push out of your comfort zone and
do something new, your comfort zone expands. It is only by stepping forward and meeting your
fear that you grow in confidence and courage. Courage is like a muscle, it cannot grow unless
you face a challenge and then push it. It gets stronger with use.
I was faced with a situation in my 20’s where my ethical values drove me to overcome my
fear. I was married, my husband was a full-time student and we had recently taken out a large
loan to purchase our house. I realised I could no longer work in an environment that was at
odds with my values and resigned without having another job to go to. My colleagues were
speechless. Many of them said they wished they could do the same. Of course they could, but the
reason they didn’t believe they could, was fear.
I had enough money saved to last six weeks. Fortunately I received another job offer 5 ½
weeks later. The entire experience stretched my comfort zone and gave me the courage to know
that I could survive change. Several years later I decided to start a business. I had the courage
from my previous experience to know that if I stepped forward I would survive. So I did.
The fear that holds you back may be the fear of failure. If you ‘fail’, you get experience.
Experience helps you to succeed. If you don’t start something because you are frightened of
failing, you increase your chances of failure and decrease your chances of success. Don’t die
wondering what your life might have been like if you’d had more courage. At the end of the day
you can have fear and excuses or results and success.
The key to overcoming fear is ‘desire’. If your desire is greater than your fear, you will win
the battle. Imagine you are standing on the top of a 20 story building and looking across the
street at another 20 story building. Joining the two buildings is a 30cm wide wooden plank.
Would you walk across the plank to get form one building to the next or would fear for your
safety keep you rooted to the spot? Would you walk across the plan if someone offered you $20
to do so? Would you walk across the plank if someone offered you $20 million to do so? Would
you walk across the plank if someone threatened to throw a person you loved off the building if
you didn’t? At the point where your desire for the thing being offered (money, safety of a loved
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one etc.) exceeds the fear you are feeling, that is when you will walk across the plank. It is the
same in life. It can help you to move through fear if you can focus on the benefits that are
waiting on the other side of it.
Another way to tackle fear is to have contingency plans. Work out what could go wrong and
what action you would take if it did and that will help you to feel more comfortable about
moving through the fear.
In life it is often the things you fear most that will reap you the greatest benefits if you can
overcome the fear. For example, assume you have started a small business but you are terrified
of making ‘cold calls’ and being rejected. If you simply focus on how beneficial it will be for your
business to have more customers and then start making the phone calls, you will see benefits.

Problems
Is it your problems that hold you back from being successful?
Do you have days when your life seems beset by problems? We all do. Have you also noticed
how on other days, the same issues don’t seem like problems at all? There’s a little gem of hope
in that observation. Have you also noticed how something can be a problem for one person and
not for another? If you didn’t have any problems in your life, you would be stagnating. Sure you
would be safe, but you wouldn’t be growing.
As amazing as it seems, problems exist when you notice them, think about them or pay
attention to them. Identifying a problem causes it to exist. Until that point there is no problem.
The problem with having a problem is that you tend to focus upon it and in doing so, ignore
everything else that is not the problem.
When you find a problem, you
expend a large amount of energy
on clearly defining and putting
boundaries on the problem so that
you know exactly where it is, what
it is, how big it is and exactly why
it is a problem for you. This is a
wonderful academic exercise, but
does little to help you find
solutions, to see beyond the
problem or to understand why it
arose in your life and what you are
meant to learn or heal as a result
of it.

Not the
problem

Not the
problem

Not the
problem

The
boundaries of
the problem

Not the
problem

Not the
problem

Not the
problem

THE BIG BAD
OVERWHELMING
PROBLEM
Not the
problem

Not the
problem
Not the
problem

Not the
problem

Not the
problem

While you stay focused on the problem, particularly if it is a big bad overwhelming problem,
it is difficult for you to see into the space that is not the problem.
The biggest tips (all ‘tough love’) I can give in relation to problems in your life that are
limiting your success are:


It is not helpful to immerse yourself in the ‘drama’ of your problem. Doing so does not
serve you, will not help you find the solution (which is outside your problem) or focus
on ways to achieve success.
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Every ‘problem’ exists to help you gain an understanding about yourself or life. Try
seeing your problem for what it really is.
Have an honest look at the problem. How big is it when considered in the context of your
entire life? Will you even remember it ten years from now?
Remind yourself it is not healthy to use your problems to gain attention or to reinforce
victim or martyr patterns.
Do you want a life filled with really great excuses (because of all the problems) or one
filled with results?

Problems are just obstacles on your path to success. Look for a way around them and move
on.

Patterns
Early in your life you began to develop the patterns you run. Patterns are ‘big picture’
(usually unconscious) strategies that you run at a whole of life level.
What is meant by ‘running patterns’? Patterns are unconscious behaviours that you
consistently repeat throughout your life until you learn from them. The outcome of these
patterns usually increases in magnitude until the pain becomes so great that you do something
about them. Two examples of people who ran very strong patterns are provided below. As you
read them, you may think that the patterns are so obvious that surely the person was aware of
them. If you find yourself thinking this thought, see if you can identify the patterns you are
running in your own life. It is always much easier to observe a pattern in another person than it
is to see your own.
Marie was a lawyer who ran a negative pattern in relation to her self-worth in relationships.
Her first boyfriend cheated on her. Her first husband emotionally and physically abused her.
Her second husband took half her assets and left after 6 months to resume his relationship with
his girlfriend of 3 years. Her third husband convinced her that her inadequacies were the reason
he couldn’t give up his same sex bondage habits. Her subsequent fiancée abandoned her and
their new born baby daughter. Her most recent boyfriend was a gay man seeking a ‘straight
cover’ for his political ambitions. Once the pattern was identified, Marie was able to make some
different choices in relationships.
George ran a pattern in relation to finances. He grew up in quite impoverished
circumstances and was taught from a young age that money was a bad thing. This is how he ran
his pattern. He repeatedly sold investments at a loss. He was robbed an amazing 8 times. He
made investments in companies that were fraudulent or not well run and he hired an employee
who stole money from his business. As he got the lessons and realized the pattern he ran, we got
a few laughs. His house was again robbed, but the final time, the police caught the culprits. He
went to the police station to collect his stolen property and got home to find the police had
returned not only his stolen property but someone else’s as well.
Are there any major patterns you run which could be hindering your success? Do you
repeatedly cast yourself in the role of martyr or victim? Do you have beliefs in relation to
yourself or other situations that repeatedly play out in life? Do some things keep happening to
you? Do you have patterns relating to finances or relationships that hinder your success?
Becoming aware of a pattern takes you at least half the way to gaining the learnings from it
and releasing the need to continue running it in your life.
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Limiting Beliefs
Beliefs are convictions you hold to be ‘true’ in life. You were not born with your beliefs. Your
beliefs are a series of choices you have made. You start with an idea and the more support it
receives, the stronger the belief becomes. Many of your beliefs are based upon memories of the
meanings you placed on past events. Your brain clumps events into categories and places the
same meaning on a current event of a particular category as it did for events of that category in
the past. These beliefs may no longer be true or helpful to you.
Your decisions form the cornerstones of your beliefs. First, something objective happens,
and then you make subjective decisions about what to believe about life based on that
experience. Two people can have the same experience and make very different choices. Two
children in the same family could be told by their father they will never amount to anything. One
may decide that, because parents know everything, the statement is true. This child chooses to
believe she cannot achieve anything of value. The other child may decide to prove the parent
wrong and go on to become very successful.
Your beliefs also provide the boundaries for what you believe is possible. The bigger you can
believe, the bigger you can achieve. For example, if you believe that you can learn anything, then
your experience of life is going to be very different from someone who believes he/she is not
that smart and has difficulty learning anything new.
Your life is a result of all the decisions and choices you have made in the past. You have
beliefs that empower you such as the sun will come up every day, you have a great singing voice,
you are a good and loyal friend, you don’t indulge in gossip, flossing your teeth will help stop
cavities and it is safer to stop at red lights. You also have beliefs that hinder or limit your
potential in life such as you find it difficult to learn new things, you are too old to get another
job, you don’t deserve abundance, you are not worthy of having a loving relationship and you
will never be wealthy.
You can make choices about your beliefs and change them. After all, you are the one who
created and chose them. The power of belief is beautifully illustrated by the story of Roger
Bannister. Prior to 6 May 1954, it was generally believed that it was humanly impossible to run
a mile in less than 4 minutes. Then on 6 May 1954, Roger Bannister ran the mile in the time of 3
minutes 59.4 seconds. His race changed the belief people had about what was possible. Within
12 months of Roger breaking the 4 minute barrier, 37 other people had done the same thing.
The next year an amazing 300 people broke the barrier. Today, college students regularly run
this distance in less than 4 minutes.
Your greatest limitation lies in what you believe is possible for you. There are people with
fewer natural talents and greater disadvantages who will achieve more simply because they
believe they can.
Beliefs about yourself become self-fulfilling prophecies. If you believe you are a failure you
will set yourself unrealistically high standards, then notice all the times you fail to exceed them.
You will put your successes down to luck and your failures down to you. If you believe in
yourself, you will set yourself realistic goals and give yourself credit. You will notice your
successes and celebrate your attempts.
Other people’s beliefs about you can also have an impact upon what you achieve. In 1968
Rosenthal and Jacobson conducted an experiment in a U.S. school on self-fulfilling prophecies.
They randomly selected children in classrooms. They then told the teachers in these classrooms
that due to special testing, the performance of these children in the classroom would increase
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by the end of the year. There was no basis for the assertion that the children would perform
better. At the end of the year, all the children in the classroom were tested. The teachers ‘beliefs’
about the special children came true. They had an average IQ increase of more than 10% over
the other children.
Where do your limiting beliefs about yourself and your abilities come from? They come
from constant reinforcement from your parents, friends, teachers and your own self-talk.
Research has shown that a parent on average gives 8 lots of criticism to each lot of praise to a
child and 95% of children have a negative self-image by the time they are 14.
The impact that beliefs from your younger years has upon your life is sometimes referred to
as the ‘baby elephant syndrome’ and comes from the way circus elephants were trained. A baby
elephant was attached to a long chain by one of its ankles and secured to a large spike
hammered deep into the ground. The elephant could not escape. As the elephant grew larger,
the circus kept the same chain on its ankle, and by the time the elephant was fully grown, only a
few links of chain dangling from its ankle were sufficient to ensure the elephant would not
escape. Why? Psychologists call it ‘conditioning’. The elephant was held back by past memories
of when it was too small to escape. Without the memories of its past conditioning, the elephant
would easily escape.
Many people live with the effects of conditioning. Fortunately, history is also riddled with
wonderful counter examples of people who succeeded and prospered despite being constantly
told by others that they would never amount to anything. The difference between these people
and those who did not prosper came from choosing not to take on the beliefs that others had
about them and their abilities.
You will discover what you believe about yourself if you listen to both how you describe
yourself to others and your self-talk.

Your Self-Talk
Your self-talk is your ‘voice within’. It is the little voice inside your head that you hold
conversations with. Some people have an inner cheer squad. Most people have an inner critic.
Assume you make a mistake at work. The inner critic says, “You fool! You really stuffed up this
time.” An inner cheer squad says, “OK. That was a good learning experience. Let’s not do that
again.”
Why do some of us experience massive success while others don’t? Part of the reason is the
story (self-talk) that we are telling ourselves. We all have stories that we tell ourselves about
what we can and cannot do. Whether we think we can or not, we are probably right. Because
our expectation of ourselves will control our outcome.
People who aren’t succeeding are telling themselves stories that do not support a workable
strategy for success. The story you are telling yourself may be true. You might have grown up in
poverty and you might have learning difficulties, but that doesn’t mean you cannot have the
successful life you deserve. Did you know that Beethoven and Thomas Edison were deaf, Julius
Caesar suffered from epilepsy and Charles Dickens was lame?
If you want to break free of an unhelpful story, then you will need the hunger and the desire
for success to help you do so. When you want something badly enough you will find a way to
blast through your unhelpful story.
What is the story that you tell yourself inside your head? Does it tell you that you are worthy
of incredible success or does it deliver another message altogether?
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Considering the limiting beliefs that many of us have about ourselves, we lead some very
amazing lives. Imagine what we could do if we actually had a powerful and positive self-image.

Using Affirmations To Change Self Belief And Self Talk
Using affirmations can help you to have a more positive self belief. An affirmation is the act
of affirming by way of writing, speaking aloud or silently to yourself what is it you want to
accomplish and have manifest in your life. Mohammed Ali (a boxer) was known for his
affirmation, “I am the greatest.” Examples of positive affirmations which may be helpful for
success are:







I am courageous and decisive.
I am enthusiastic and energetic.
I am happy and honest.
I am loving and loved.
I am worthy of acceptance and love.








I am successful and prosperous.
I am fit and healthy.
I am deserving of the best that life has to
offer.
I am enlightened and wise.
I am a positively thinking person.
I love to eat and drink only the things that
are good for my body and mind.
Things happen easily for me

I am able to handle anything that comes
my way.
 I am confident.

 I live my life with ease and grace
The more often you say them, the quicker they will help transform your unconscious beliefs
and self-talk.

Affirmations will not, however, work where you do not have at least some belief in what you
are affirming to yourself. Assume, you have been regularly saying the affirmation, “I am fit and
healthy.” However, when you look in the mirror, your eyes plainly tell you this is not the case.
Using the affirmation in this situation sends your unconscious the message that self deceit is
fine and does not reinforce with your unconscious your desire to become fit and healthy as
every time you see yourself you say, “No, I’m not.”
A more effective affirmation in this situation would be to say to yourself, “I am becoming
fitter and healthier every day.” At the same time you should also be taking steps to ensure you
are becoming fitter and healthier.
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Chapter 7 – Keep Going
Until You Get There

A

re you serious about success? If you
are really serious about being
successful, then you will stay
committed until you have achieved it. If
you continually quit on your way to
achieving goals, you are not practisng
commitment. You are, however, practising
a habit of defeat that can be difficult to break as it is largely unconscious. If you know that you
usually quit and don’t follow through, you are expecting to fail before you even start. Stop this
pattern in its path and keep going until you achieve your next goal. It is far better to start
expecting the best from yourself and committing to completing the process no matter what. You
are so worth it.

Your Values - The Fuel For Success
Your values are what are important to you. They are the broad concepts that guide your
decisions in life, form the basis of your character and determine how you spend your time. If, for
example, your highest value is health, you will spend your time differently from someone whose
highest value is career or family.
Your values come from (among other things) your family, friends, religion, school, teachers,
country and the media. They are also shaped by significant emotional events in your life. They
change as you grow and evolve. As they do, you also change some of your beliefs and the way
you live. Your values can be grouped into four major areas being the world, your career, your
relationships and yourself.
Your values provide the motivation and drive behind everything you do in life. If you highly
value something, you will find ways to make it happen and vice versa for things you don’t value.
Identifying your values allows you to kick-start your motivation, prioritise, achieve and succeed.
Identifying your personal values also helps you to understand why you are having trouble
being successful in some areas, see why some things motivate you and others don’t and identify
and overcome problem areas of your life.
Assume you have weight issues. You determine your personal values and find that health
and fitness doesn’t even rate a mention within your values. You may have found the reason why
you are having weight issues, i.e. health and fitness is not something you value. While this
remains the case it will be very difficult for you to lose weight and gain a greater level of health
and fitness in your life as you will not have any motivation to do so.
You can identify your values by asking yourself:


What is important to me in relation to (the world, career, relationships, myself, etc.) ......?



What would cause me to leave my (career, relationship, home etc.) .......?

The top seven values you have identified provide the basis of most of your internal
motivation. You will find it challenging to be successful in areas that do not fall within the values
you have identified as it will be difficult to get motivated to achieve these goals.
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Motivation
Your values drive your motivation. If you set yourself goals aligned with your values, you
will have the motivation to achieve them. If you set goals that are not aligned with your values, it
will be an uphill struggle to achieve them.
When you understand your values and their impact on how you are currently motivating
yourself you will have a wonderful insight into why you achieve success in some areas of your
life and not in others. It is more than just whether you are motivating yourself that will affect
your chances of success. It is how you are motivating yourself that will have a bigger impact on
your successes.
Motivation comes either from within you (intrinsic) or from an external source (extrinsic). It
is easy to see that if you want to be successful, it is better to use internal motivation rather than
wait for someone or something else to provide external motivation for you. What you may not
know is that intrinsic motivation comes
in two forms, one of which helps you to
Motivation
reach success and one which does not.
Intrinsic motivation is made up of
Intrinsic
Extrinsic
towards motivation and away from
motivation
motivation
motivation. Towards motivation is
motivation towards something you
Towards
Away from
Provided by
Provided by
want (in the direction of your goal) and
motivation
motivation
rewards
punishment
away from motivation is motivation
away from something you don’t want (a source of pain for you). Of these two forms of
motivation, towards motivation is far more successful in helping people achieve success.

Towards Motivation (Highly Recommended)
Towards motivation is the best way to motivate yourself. When you are motivated towards
what you want, you tend to stay consistently motivated until you achieve your goal. Towards
motivation works so well because you work out what you want, understand the direction in
which you are headed and keep going until you get there.
Away from motivation, on the other hand, doesn’t know exactly where it is going, so doesn’t
have the same chance of success.

Away from Motivation (Not Recommended)
Away from motivation is driven by pain. Pain motivated performance is not pleasant,
produces inconsistent results and disappears when the pain is no longer present. Away from
motivation does, however, give you a strong initial motivation to move away from the thing you
don’t want in your life. One of the problems with using this type of motivation is that you wait
until things are bad before you take action to change them. You also don’t have a target or goal
that you are aiming for (just something you are running from) so you don’t tend to achieve
sustainable results.
The typical pattern you will follow in relation to finances if you use away from motivation
goes like this:
Step 1 – I don’t’ want to be broke. Feeling broke is the source of the pain.
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Step 2 – Work hard so I’m not broke. The motivation to do so decreases as the pain
decreases, until you reach a point where you are no longer motivated and stop doing things to
ensure you aren’t broke because you no longer are broke.
Step 3 – Finances decline until you are broke and feel the source of the pain again.. Go back
to step 1 and repeat the process.

Motivation

Sophia uses away from
Away from motivation
motivation in relation to her
weight. As a result she is the classic
I’m not fat
I’m not fat
I’m not fat
yo yo dieter. Her process goes like
anymore
anymore
anymore
this. Sophia looks in the mirror and
sees that she is overweight. She
says to herself, ‘I don’t want to be
fat anymore’. She then goes on a
diet to ensure she is no longer fat.
(She is moving away from being
fat). At some point she looks in the
I don’t want
I don’t want
I don’t want
mirror and sees that she looks
Results
to be fat
to be fat
to be fat
fantastic and is no longer fat. As she
is no longer fat, she has just lost the
source of her motivation (to no longer be fat). As there is no longer any motivation, she quits the
diet and exercise regime. Her health and weight will return to their former state until the day
she again looks in the mirror and forms the judgment that she is fat. Then the process starts all
over again.
When you are motivated away from something you don’t want, your very focus on it tends
to attract into your life. For example if you constantly say to yourself:


“‘I don’t want to be broke”, your focus is upon being broke and that is where your
unconscious mind will aim.
 “I don’t want to be single”, your focus is upon being single and that is where your
unconscious mind will aim.
Motivation away from what you don’t want can be a powerful motivating force, but it
doesn’t last and you can’t be sure what results you will achieve as you’re not heading in any
particular direction, just away from the pain.

In Summary
You increase your chances of success if your goals are aligned with your values and you use
intrinsic towards motivation to get you there.
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Chapter 8 – Success Is A
Choice

I

was once asked the following
questions. The understanding I gained
from answering them changed the way
I saw my life:

1. Who is in control of your life?
2. Who is responsible for the choices you make?
3. What is your life today a result of?
4. What will your life tomorrow be a result of?
5. Does your past equal your future?
Answering these questions takes you to a place of ‘no excuses’. The life you are living today
is the result of the choices you have made in the past in relation to who you would spend time
with, what you would learn, what you would believe, whether to give up or keep going, whether
to stay in a relationship, whether to smoke or drink and so on. It is in your moments of choice
that you forge your future. The life you live in the future will be a result of the choices you make
from this point forward.
Is it possible to be in a situation where you have no choice? Even when you are threatened
with a gun or death, you still have choices. None of them may be fabulous, but they are still
choices.
When you understand that you are in control of your life and you are responsible for the
choices you make, making change is easier, you feel happier and can more easily achieve your
goals. You can make choices that empower you and choices that don’t. There are no ‘right’ and
‘wrong’ decisions, just different outcomes that may arise from the choices you make.
You are in control of your own destiny. Make the choice for success.
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Chapter 9 - Conclusion

R

emember your success is
only three easy steps away …

1. Know What You Want
2. Overcome Obstacles In Your
Path
3. Keep Going Until You Get There
With that in mind and knowing you are worthy of success, I wish you only the best. May you
experience success beyond your wildest dreams, may you know certainty on your path and may
you overcome all your obstacles with ease and grace.
Warmest wishes

Petris Lapis

W: www.PetrisLapis.com
P: + 617 3229 4822
F: + 617 3229 8011
E: Petris@PetrisLapis.com
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